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1. ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINATIONS 

The following abbreviations used herein have the indicated definitions 

ADAK-Anti-doping Agency of Kenya 

ADR- Anti- Doping Rule 

ADRV-Anti- Doping Rule Violation 

AK-Athletics Kenya 

IAAF-International Association of Athletics Federation 

KBBF - Kenya Body Building Federation 

S.D.T-Sports Dispute Tribunal 

WADA-World Anti-Doping Agency 

All the definitions and interpretation shall be construed as defined and 
interpreted in the constitutive document both local and international. 

2. PARTIES 

1. The applicant is the Anti-Doping_ Agency of Kenya (hereinafter ADAK) 
a state corporation established under section 5 of the Anti-Doping Act No 5 
of 2016, represented in this proceedings by Mr. Rogoncho Advocate 

2. The respondent a male adult of presu1ned sound mind, a national and 
international athlete-bodybuilder, who appears in person. 

3. THE CHARGE 

3.1 The Anti-Doping Agency has charged the respondent as an athlete with 
the charge of;-

" Presence of prohibited substance methylhexanamine in the athlete's sample" 

3.2. Methylhexana1nine is listed as a stimulant under S6 of the 2018 WADA 
prohibited list. 

4. BACKGROUND FACTS 
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4.1. On 5th May 2018 ADAK officials in an ii1-competition testing at the KBBF 
Mr; Greater Western Bodybuilding Championship in Kisumu City, Kenya, 
collected a urine sample from the Respondent. The sample was split into two 
separate bottles, which were given reference numbers 'A 4162670' (A 
Sample) and B 416270 (B Sample) respectively. 

4.2. Both samples were transported to the WADA accredited laboratory in 
Doha Qatar where O A" sample was analyzed as prescribed and returned an 
adverse analytical finding (AAF) with the following 

2.2.1 Stimulants/ 41nethylhexan-2amine (methylhexanarnine) 

4.3. Methylhexanarnine is aspecified substance listed as a stimulant S6 of 
the WADA2018 prohibited list. 

4.4. The respondent did not have a therapeutic use exe1nption (TUE) to 
justify the presence of the substance in the urine system. 

4.5. The AAF was communicated to the Respondent by a letter of 17th July 
2018 issued by Mr J Rugut, the ADAK CEO, which also served as notice of 
provisional suspension. The Respondent was by the saine letter offered an 
opportunity to provide ai1 explanation for the same by 31 st July 2018. He was 
also informed of the process and possible consequences dependent on his 
actions in response to the Notice. 

4.6. The Respondent did respond to the Notice vide his email addressed to 
}vis Sarah Shibutse dated 3rd August 2018. The Applicant reviewed the 
response and having not found it adequate preferred the present charge 
against the respondent. 

4~.7~ The Respondent in ms respo~e of 1 st A1Jg1Jst 2018 denied ~he find,ing as 
he stated that he had made effort to check his supplements. He also 
requested for the testing of the "B" sample. ADAK through Mr. Rogoncho, 
penned an email response of 6th August 2018 wherein they notified the 
Respondent of the cost of the analysis of the B sample of USD350.00 and that 
trLe Respondent wishing to have the analysis undertaken was to pay the sum 
to ADAK upfront. 



4.8. The Respondent did not act on the notice to provide funds & on 31st 
August 2018, Mr. Rogoncho notified the Respondent that there being no 
response to the email of 1/8/2018, ADAK viewed the saine as a waiver of 
,his request for a sample "B" testing and would therefore proceed to institute 
charges against him. 

4.9. ADAK prepared a Notice of Charge dated 31/8/2018 which was filed at 
the SDT on4/9/2018. The same was placed before the Tribunal chair on 12th 

September 2018 who appointed the present panel to hear the matter and also 
directed that Notice of Charge document be served upon the Respondent 
with a mention notice for 3rd October, 2018 for further directions. 

4.10. The Respondent was stated to be untraced by 24/10/2018 when the 
niatter came up for further mention. ADAK had by then filed the substantive 
charge document with all relevant documents. The panel directed that the 
Charge Documents be served upon the Respondent. And set a further 
mention for 7/11/2018. 

4.11. An Affidavit of Service of one Erick Omariba sworn on 6/11/2018 filed 
at the Tribunal on 7/11/2018 shows that the said process server effected 
service of the Charge Document upon the Respondent on 2/11/2018 in 
Mombasa. There is an acknowledgment by the Respondent. 

4.12. The Respondent issued an email dated 6/11/2018 to Mr. Omariba 
wherein he sought an adjournment as he would not be able to attend the 
mention set for 7/11/2018. When the matter ca1ne up for mention on 
7/11/2018, the Tribunal was notified of the Respondent's requests. The 
matter was stood over to 15/11/2018 for hearing. 

4.13. Whereas the Respondent did not file a formal response, he attended in 
person on 15/11/2018 and his testimony was taken. The same shall be 
reviewed herein under. 

/ 

5. HEARING 

5.1. The hearing was conducte4 on 15/11/2018.The Respondent appeared in 
person while the claimant was represented by Mr. Rogoncho Advocate 
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5.2. The claimant fully relied on the Charge Document together with the 
supportive documents filed therewith, those were 

i) The Notice letter dated 17/7/2018 which also served as a notice of 
provisional suspension. 

ii) The laboratory Report dated 17/7/2018 
iii) The Doping Control form dated 5/5/2018 
iv) Copy of email dated 1/8/2018 
v) Copy of email dated 6/8/2018 

vi) Copy of email dated 31/8/2018 
vii) ADAK Anti-doping Rules 

5.3. Mr. Rogoncho for ADAK relied on Article 3 of the ADAK Rules and the 
W ADC and stated that the applicant had sufficiently and to the required 
standard de1nonstrated to the hearing panel's comfortable satisfaction, that 
the Respondent had offended the Anti-Doping rules and ought to be 
penalized in accordance with the ADR rules. 

5.4. The Respondent elected to give oral testimony, having not filed any 
formal response. The statement made can be summarized as follows; 

a) He is a motor vehicle mechanic living in Mombasa Kenya, but since 
1994 he participated in Body Building and 3 years ago he left his job to 
concentrate on Body Building. He is 40 years old married with 3 
children. 

b) For the last three years he has trained seriously and has been in many 
competitions in Kenya. Starting 2012 he has close to more than 30 titles 
(e.g. Mr. Busia 2012, Eldoret 2012 or thereabouts, Mr. Uganda twice, 
Uganda Muscle Mania, Overall Mr. Kenya 2015 and 3rd overall Africa 
Muscle Mania. In 2017 he was in the US in April where he competed 
in the Mr. Olympia Chicago where he performed well. 

c) He has heard about Anti-Doping Agency (ADAK) but only 
encountered them in 2018 apparently at the time of competition 
leading to sample collection. 



d) He said 10 years ago he heard of steroids and supplements. In the US 
competition he competed as a natural body builder no steroid. He also 
just barely learnt about what supplements are prohibited. 

e) He has not attended any seminar or training by ADAK or any other 
forum. 

f) He confirmed that a urine sample was collected from him on 5/5/2018 
during the Mr. Great Western Body Building Championship. He got a 
notice of AAF in July 2018. 

g) The notice of AAF notified him of the adverse results for 
methylthexaneamine and gave times and options he could follow. The 
Respondent sought for testing of B sample but was told to pay an 
ainount of 1noney he did not have as he had no income as he had quit 
work and his gym was closed. 

h) He stated he believed that offending substance was in the supplements 
but was no certain which particular one, that is his explanation as to 
how the offending substance got into his system as he had used the 
same supplement all the time. He was tested when he competed in 
USA and came out clean while using the same supplement 

i) The supplements he was using had been purchased locally, they were 
weight gainers, proteins complex carbohydrates and pro con1pete all 
from Optimum Nutrition. He used multivitamins and minerals in 
powder form which is mixed in water. It has a measuring cup so he 
takes about two cups which is less than the prescribed 4 to 5 cups. 

j) He also takes Nitro Tech from Muscle Tech company a recovery 
substance cell tech which is a combination of protein carbs and 
complex amino acids and ''BCAA" (Branch Chain Amino Acids) 

k) During the competition at which his sample was collected, he had 12 
or more different types of substances which provided natural 
testosterone. He previously looked at the International Standards of 
banned substance after which he left out some supplements he used to 
use and conformed to natural body building. 

1) He confirmed he was subject to WADC and the annual published list 
of prohibited substances. He would go through it and that of PNBA 
which he found to be similar. He would after checking buy his 
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supplements. He was of the view that the samples he purchased locally 
must have been contaminated without his knowledge. 

m)He complained that at the time of sample collection he had been 
dehydrated and hungry. Dehydration is done so that muscles can 
show better, also no salt or carbohydrates. So he was anxious, thirsty 
and hungry, and requested for time to be granted to eat and rehydrate, 
and even issuance of urine sample was difficult. But the DCO declined 
and insisted on taking his sample. He was not happy and had to mal<e 
several attempts before he could supply sufficient quantity of urine 
sample. This was about 2 a.m. while he was still hungry. His 
relationship with the DCO had deteriorated, so even while he was 
filling in the DCF he informed them of taking supple1nents but did not 
state all of them while filing the form. 

n) He was aware of his responsibility and he had been careful to check 
his supplements and kept to the same products. He believes that there 
was unfortunate contamination of one of his supplements as the 
manufacturer also make steroids but none of the supplements he was 
taking had a label showing that it contained steroids. He said he would 
not take steroids as he is a natural body builder who cares about his 
health. 

o) On cross exan1ination he was taken through the report of 
methylexamine, he stated that it was new to him he had not checked 
or researched on it and had not checked to see if it was contained in 
any of his supplements. He undertook to provide ADAK with a list of 
all supple1nents he was taking and even samples thereof. He conceded 
he had not listed all of then1 at the time of sample collection as it was 
very late (2 a.m.) he was tired, hungry and upset with the treatment he 
had received from AD AK officials. He however had told the officials 
he used many supplements but could not just recall all of them and 
was very angry by the delay he had suffered. 

p) He stated that he usually checks the supplements before purchase. 
When tested in USA, _he was using the saine supplements but 
purchased there. The lot he had when tested on 5/5/2018 he had 
purchased locally. He denied any use of steroids knowingly or at all. 



5.5. Upon conclusion of the hearing, ADAK requested to file written 
submissions. The same was to be filed and served within 14 days. The 
Respondent was granted liberty to file his submissions with documents if 
need be. A mention was fixed for 29/11/2018 to confirm compliance and 
further directions. 

On 26/11/2018 the matter was mentioned before the Tribunal. Mr. 
Rogoncho informed the panel that the Athlete had requested to provide a 
list of the supplements he had used for ADAK's review. Those documents 
had not been provide hence ADAK had not filed its submissions and asked 
for a further 14 Days to allow time for the Respondent to provide the list. 

5.6. The tribunal granted the time requested but that the Respondent was to 
provide the list within 14 days from 26/11/2018 failure to which it would be 
presumed that the Respondent had abandoned that route. The matter was 
set for mention on 13/12/2018. 

5.7. On 13/12/2018 Mr. Rogoncho informed the panel that the Athlete had 
provided the list of supplements he had ingested. He asked for 21Days to 
file and serve AD AK' s submissions. The 1natter was set for mention for 
further directions on 17th January 2019. 

5.8. On 17/1/2019 Mr. Rogoncho informed the Tribunal that he had served 
his submissions on 15/1/2019 

5.9. On 31/1/2019 both parties had filed their submissions and Mr. 
Rogoncho prayed that the Panel do render a decision on the matter. 

DISCUSSION 

6.1. ADAK's submissions were filed on 15/1/2019. The Respondent is stated 
to be a national level athlete, a body builder and thus the Kenya 
Bodybuilding Federation Competition rules, W ADAC ADAK ADR apply to 
him. · 



6.2. ADAK submitted that they had met the requirements of Article 3.2 and 
had to the required standards and methods established the fact of an ADRV 
b:,y the Respondent. That there was analytical proof of the presence of a 
_prohibited substance in the Respondent's sample. 

6.3. ADAK further submitted that the respondent under Article 22.2 had to 
take responsibility in context of Anti-Doping, for what he ingested and used. 

6.4. It was ADAK's position that where use and presence of a prohibited 
substance has been demonstrated, it is not necessary that intent, fault, 
negligence or knowing use on the athlete's part be demonstrated in order to _ 
establish an ADRV. 

6.5 .. ADAK further submitted that Article 10.2.1 shifts onus to the athlete to 
demonstrate no fault, negligence or intention, in order to be a beneficiary of 
reduction of the 2 years ineligibility sanction set out in Article 2.1. 

6.6. On intention, ADAK submits that for an ADRV to be co1nmitted non -
intentionally, the Respondent must prove on a balance of probability that he 
did not know that his conduct constituted an ADVR or that there was no 
significant risk of an ADRV. ADAK relies on CAS 2014/11/3820 at 
paragraph 77. 'The proof of a balance of probability requires that one 
e,xplanation is more probable than the other possible explanations". 

6.7. ADAK submits that a failure to explain the concrete origin of the 
prohibited substance only proves that an athlete cannot prove lack of intent. 

6.8. ADAK further submits that the burden to prove lack of intention is on 
the athlete and that for this, the athlete 1nust establish how the substance 
entered his body. ADAK faults the Respondent's attempt on this in that 
when giving his oral evidence the Respondent does not specifically point to 
any one of the various supplements as the origin of the offending substance. 
P;D AK relies on 

i) CAS A2/2011- KURT FOGGO vs NATIONAL RUGBY 
LEAGUE(NLR) 

ii) CAS 2014/ A/3820 WADA VS DAMAR ROBINSONS & JAMAICA 
ANTI-DOPING COMMISSION (JADCO) 



iii)CAS 00/ A/234 &CAS 99/ A/235 MECA-MEDIWA VS FINA 
iv)CAS 2006/ A/1067 IRB VS KEYTER 

6.9. On the question of fault/negligence ADAK places reliance on WADC as 
well as ADAK ADR 22.1.1 & 22.1.3.The Respondent has responsibility to be 
knowledgeable and comply with the ADAK ADR, but failed in discharging 
such responsibility. 

6.10. ADAK urged this panel to apply the principle of strict liability in this 
instance. ADAK considers that the following relevant issues have arisen and 
should be considered in setting the sanction. 

a) The ADRV has been established as against the athlete 
b) The failure by the athlete to establish the origin of the prohibited 

substance. 
c) Failure by the athlete to take caution when ingesting unknown 

supplen1ents. 
d) The knowledge and exposure of the athlete to anti-doping procedures 

and programs and/ or failure to take reasonable effort to acquaint 
himself with anti-doping policies. 

e) The Respondent herein has failed to give any explanation for his 
failure to execute due care in observing the products ingested and used 
and as such the ADVR was a result of his negligent acts. 

6.11. ADAK therefore submits that the maximum sanction of 4 years has to 
be imposed in this instance. 

RESPONDENT'S SUBMISSION 

6.,12. The Respondent states that on 25/11/2018 he remitted to ADVR a list 
6£ all supplements he uses. He stated that over the period of 25 years he has 
promoted natural body building. 

6.13. He states that whereas he is careful on content he would not be able to 
detect contamination of products. He urges the panel to give consideration 
to the fact that he did not.kno~gly ingest any substance. 

7. MERITS 
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7.1. The panel will address the following issues 

a) Whether there was any occurrence of an ADRV and the burden and 
standard of proof 

b) If (a) above is in the affirmative, whether the ADRV was intentional 
c) Whether there should be reduction of sanctions? 
d) What sanctions to impose in the circumstances of this case 

7.2. WAS THERE AN ADRV? 

ADAl< has produced and relied on the laboratory test results from the 
WADA Accredited laboratory in Doha. The laboratory test shows an AAF 
for stilnulants/ 4-inethylhexau-2-atnine (1nethylthexaneamine) 

7.3. Methylthexaneamine under Wikipedia is shown to have other 
synonyms. Routes of administration is either nasal or oral. It is stated to have 
a half-life of about 8.5 hours for elimination. It has been extensively sold 
under various names as a stimulant or energy boosting dietary supplement. 
It has been banned in many sports and is on the WAD A banned list. It is a 
Specified Substance. 

7.4. In the DCF the Respondent disclosed that he was taking supplements 
and recorded Nitro Tech BCAA. He however in his evidence before the 
n:ibunal stated that he had a concoction of those supplements which he had 
used over a long period and knew them. 

7.5. Upon receiving notice of the AAF, the Respondent asked for B sample 
testing, this was however abandoned apparently for lack of funds to pay for 
the B sample testing. 

7.6. In the absence of test of the B sample, the A sample which returned an 
AAF stands. Accordingly ADAK has proved the presence of a prohibited 
substance to the required standard as required by Article 3.1 & 3.2 of WADC 
(,lnd ADAK ADR) 

7.7. This panel therefore ~inds ~d holds that the ADRV has been established 
to its comfortable satisfaction. 



INTENTIONALITY 

7.8. The Respondent as an athlete had the duty and responsibility to ensure 
that what he ingested was safe. He is also charged under Article 22.1 to be 
knowledgeable of and to comply with Anti -Doping rules. 

7.9. The Respondent stated that he was a trained motor vehicle mechanic. At 
the hearing, he came out as having some knowledge, albeit self-trained, on 
the issues of supplements and knew what he had ingested over time. He 
claimed to be a "Natural Body Builder". His education was up to class 8, 
·which is about the lowest Nationally examinable stage in the Kenyan Formal 
Education system. He has been in Body Building since 1994. He had not 
received any formal training on Anti-Doping. 

7.10. During these proceedings he gave ADAK a list of the supplements he 
had taken and it would appear that he had a fair list of such supplements. In 
his words he had used this supplements for a long time when he had 
competed in the USA in 2017 and while there he had been tested and his 
result was negative. He said the only difference is while in the USA he had 
used supplements purchased there while what he had at the time of testing 
had been acquired locally. 

7.11. His explanation is that the manufacturers of his specific supplements 
also dealt with substances that had steroids. IF HE KNEW THIS HE OUGHT 
TO HA VE BEEN HYPER CAUTIOUS He was at that time on a concoction of 
various supplements and multivitamins for weight gain proteins + complex 
carbs, pro complex from optimum nutrition with multivitamins and 
minerals. They. were in powder form which he mixed with water in a 
rneasuring cup and took 2 cups instead of 4 to 5 cup a day. 

7.12. On the date of sample collection he had taken his usual dose of 
optimum nutrition, nitro-tech from Muscle Tech Company, together with 
recovery substance cell tech combo (Branch Chain Amino Acids or BCAA) 
which he disclosed on the DCF. 

7.13. His explanation for' not listing all the supplements he had taken was 
because the sample taking process was not fair to him or friendly, he was 
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hungry and thirsty and his request for time to refuel and hydrate were 
unmet hence he was upset. 

7.14. Under Article 10.2.1 WADC, the period for ineligibility for presence of 
a prohibited substance is 4 years. Under Article 10.2.1.2 the 4 years 
ineligibility is applicable where 0 The Anti-DopJ11g rule violati_on involves a 
Specified Substance and the Anti-Doping organization can establish that the 
Anti-Doping rule violation was intentional" 

7.15. ADAK in this matter relied on the laboratory test results and did not 
adduce any evidence on the ADRV. As already stated the Respondent did 
show that he was using numerous supplements. While he appeared 
confident in the knowledge of the names of the products and their makers, 
it is not lost to this panel that, he was not clear on their effects, he had no 
anti-doping training and he was of a low level education background. 
I_ndeed the Respondent was a class 8 school dropout who had then trained 
as a motor vehicle mechanic and thereafter gone into Body Building. 

7.16. ADAK has also submitted that the exact source of the substance has not 
been shown. The panel notes that the Respondent by his own admission was 
on various supple1nents for which he supplied ADAK with a list. He says he 
purchased them locally and are the same products he used while in 
competition in the USA where he was tested but came out negative. He thus 
also believed that the same products purchased locally were alright and 
n,oting that he had used the same for a long period, the source he said must 
be from the substances. Which he said must have been contaminated but he 
was not ware. 

7.17. We have looked at Article 10.2 and 10.3 and importantly the definition 
of "intent" under WADC's ADV Reference guide (section 10.1 'what does 
intentional mean?' pg. 24 

"Intentional means the athlete, or person, engaged in conduct he/she knew 
constituted an ADRV, or knew there was significant risk. Article 10.2 is clear 
that it is 4 years of ineligibility for presence of unspecified substance, unless 
an athlete can establish the violation was not intentional, for specified 
substance, it is also 4 years if the ADO can prove a violation was intentional" 
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Note: Specified Substances are more susceptible to a credible, non-doping 
explanation. Non-specified substances do not have any non-doping 
explanation for being in an athlete's system. 

7.18. In view of the above, we have reviewed the circumstances related by 
the Respondent. We note that the AAF is in respect of a Specified Substance. 
We have equally considered the athletes level of knowledge education and 
personal circumstances. These tend to show that the Athlete believed that 
the substances he was taking were clean. More so after undergoing a testing 
in the USA in 2017 while consuming the same substances. He also 
emphasized his "Natural Body Building" concept. He had a low academic 
level with no Anti-Doping training. 

7.19. It is the panel's considered view that the totality of the circumstances 
and explanation given paint to lack of intention to enhance performance on 
the part of the Respondent. 

7.20. The panel would have greatly benefited from an analysis of the various 
supplements the Respondent ingested which were provided to ADAK. But 
none of the parties took the step to seek such analysis. We have for guidance 
looked at; 

CAS 2016/A/4626 WADA VS MHASKAR MEGHJALI 

CAS 2014/A/3820 -proof on balance of probability requires that one 
explanation is more probable than the other possible explanation. For that 
purpose, an athlete must provide actual evidence as opposed to mere 
speculation. 

7.21. In this case we note that the Respondent only referred to the 
supple1nents had taken as the source due to possible contamination. The 
athlete of course had the duty and burden to persuade the panel that the 
occurrence of the circumstances on which the athlete relies is more probable 
than their non-occurrence or more probable than the other possible 
explanations of positive testing (see CAS 2008/ A/1515). We on a balance of 
probabilities satisfied that that burden has been met. 
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8. NO FAULT OR NEGLIGENCE 

8.1. Any sanction applicable upon establishing an ADRV may be reduced 
.dependent on the athlete's degree of fault or negligence. 

8.2. The athlete or other person requires to establish that his or her fault or 
negligence, when viewed in the totally of the circumstances and taking into 
account t~e criteria for no fault or negligence was not significant in 
relationship to the anti-doping rule violation. 

8.3. The panel has taken guidance from the case of CILIC vs ITF (CAS 
2013/ A/3327) (specified substance). The criterion on which the period of. 
iileligibility shall be detennined within the applicable range of sanctions was 
stated to be 

i) Significant or considerable fault(16-24 months, 
ii) Normal fault- 8-16 months 

iii) Light fault- 0-8 1nonths 

8.4. Having reviewed the circumstances of this case as previously stated, this 
panel is convinced that despite the Respondent's lack of intention to dope 
and his limitations in lack of training on doping and low education, he could 
~ave done more to guard against over dependency on supplements, to 
establish their safety and to avoid running afoul of Anti-doping rules 
especially after his Doping testing in USA in 2017. 

8.5. The Respondent unfortunately he did not do so, and to that end, this 
panel is of the view that the Respondent bears significant or considerable 
fault. 

8.6. Having held that there was lack of intention to improve sports 
performance and there being significant fault by the Respondent, we shall 
proceed to state the applicable sanction 

SANCTION 

The ADRV having been established, and the panel being convinced that 
there was no intention to enhance Sports performance, and further found 
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that the Respondent was significantly at fault/ negligent, this panel sets the 
following sanctions 

a) The Respondent shall be ineligible for a period of 2 years with effect 
from 05/05/2018 

b) All results obtained by the Respondent from 05/05/2018, inclusive of 
points and prizes are disqualified 

c) Each party shall bear its own costs 
d) There shall be a right of Appeal as provided under Art. 13.2.1 WADC 

and Art. 13 ADAK Rules 
I) 1 Ji 7'1)/}{W,1"' 

Dated at NAIROBI this ... C?.\ ....... day of ..... · ...... 2019 

NJERI ONY ANGO 
e 

GICHURU KIPLAGAT ----- ~----------------


